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   “Words, Mere Words.” 
 
       Jeff McMullen 
 
 
It has been a long season of hate, with just enough words of hope arriving towards the 
end to remind us that when humans are pushed to the edge, sometimes we make 
surprising progress.  
 
I am choosing these words carefully. But the truth is for most of the past year there has 
been too much hate in the air and this has dominated the media’s treatment of all aspects 
of Reconciliation.  
 
Remember the calls for payback killings or the politician who said we should bulldoze 
Redfern? Look at the front pages of our newspapers: REDFERN RIOTS, PALM 
ISLAND BURNS, BLACKS DRAGGED ON LEASHES. The headlines screamed of 
separation not Reconciliation. 
 
It took a singular act of courage and conviction, Michael Long’s  walk to Canberra, to 
revive national media interest in Reconciliation. When the Aboriginal elders, Pat and 
Mick Dodson joined Michael Long in talks with the Prime Minister it became clear that 
this ‘Long Walk’ had saved Reconciliation from near-exhaustion. The very next day, 
Noel Pearson and Patrick Dodson chose respected Editor-at- Large of The Australian, 
Paul Kelly, to report accurately and with insight their unified call for a new dialogue with 
John Howard, based upon the principle of ‘mutual obligation’ or ‘reciprocity’ in 
Indigenous custom. ABC Television’s The Insiders  followed up the story with the Prime 
Minister welcoming this “broader embrace of the notion of mutual obligation by 
Aboriginal leaders”. The media, for once, was breathing oxygen into Reconciliation 
rather than suffocating it with predictable stories of conflict, such as:  PM’S BLACKS 
NOT THAT SORRY, SIT-DOWN CASH ENDS FOR BLACKS and WELFARE PLAN 
RACIST.  
 
Just a week earlier the out-going Co-Chairman of Reconciliation Australia, Fred Chaney 
had noted on ABC Radio 702 that Reconciliation had “run out of puff”. But Mr. Chaney 
saw in Michael Long’s walk and the meeting at Parliament House, the “start of a new 
conversation, not in a spirit of confrontation but in exploring mutual objectives.” 
 
Most reporters covered this historic new episode of Reconciliation with respect and 
subtlety, Tony Stephens thoughtfully observing in the Sydney Morning Herald that  
“black and white leaders know too well the false dawns”.  
 
If there were more opportunities like this for dialogue in Canberra, 
more genuine media appreciation of the depths of sadness and seriousness expressed in 
Michael Long’s determined walk and more reporting that acknowledges the importance 
and quality of Indigenous input into the discussion of solutions, the future course of 
Reconciliation would be better understood. 
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From its legislative birth in 1991 Reconciliation has been reported with hesitancy, 
nervousness and enormous confusion. As a result many Australians have not had fair and 
accurate information about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people or a clear idea of 
what Reconciliation means. This is partly because it was an ambiguous concept from the 
beginning, arousing suspicion among many, but also because in the Howard years the 
Government has so clearly controlled the national agenda, the media and the issues at the 
core of Reconciliation. 
 
In the Howard-Latham televised debate the panel of media heavyweights posed not one 
question about the genuine Indigenous crisis  in this country.  
 
With both major political parties prepared to burn ATSIC to the ground and so few 
complaints about the rejection of elected Indigenous representatives at the federal level, it 
was easy for the media to focus on the on-going scandals and divisions between 
Indigenous people, rather than the tragic fate so many now share. 
 
Out-manoeuvred by the Prime Minister on many fronts the media at large has never 
shown much determination to tackle unsettling truths about the steady progress made to 
improve health and education among some other Indigenous peoples. There has been 
little well-researched writing about the importance of the so called “symbolic issues” to 
the progress that has been made in other Indigenous populations, especially in the USA, 
Canada and among the Saami people in Europe.  
 
The unfinished business  listed by Patrick Dodson when he was Chairman of the Council 
for Aboriginal Reconciliation, is precisely what the Howard Government now says is 
finished.  Indigenous rights including self-determination, recognition of the need for 
redress, Government acknowledgment of past injustice, Indigenous representation Native 
Title, Treaty and a comprehensive framework agreement about such core principals have 
all been rejected by our current Prime Minister.  This has brought a visible sigh of relief 
in many editorials. 
 
Inevitably the Australian media has been better at reporting rejection of blacks than their 
Reconciliation with whites.  
Despite years of hard work by many trying to end the deep disadvantage suffered by 
Indigenous people, despite the Bridge Walk and the Sea of Hands, many newspaper 
articles sneer at these expressions of a people’s movement for Reconciliation as merely 
the effort by ‘white progressives” to use Aboriginal issues as a wedge against the Howard 
Government.  
 
This nation cannot come to grips with the rapid loss of a significant part of the world’s 
oldest continuous culture until it understands how far black and white Australians have 
drifted apart. The media, collectively, has done a very poor job of telling the story of this 
silent apartheid, the space between us.    
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Under the heading, “SPEAK OF THE REAL PAIN AND NO ONE LISTENS”, an Alan 
Ramsey column in the Sydney Morning Herald asked why so many newspapers and the 
ABC’s  Kerry O’Brien fussed about Malcolm Turnbull’s maiden speech in Parliament? 
But on the same day, all major papers with the exception of The Melbourne Age, ignored 
Senator Aden Ridgeway’s grim and important words about high incarceration rates and 
the disproportionate number of Indigenous deaths in custody.  
 
If you were a foreign correspondent flying into Australia to investigate the riots in 
Redfern and on Palm Island surely the remarks by the sole Aboriginal politician in our 
Federal parliament would be the core of a powerful story? 
 
 The report would also include: 
-the Federal Police raid on offices of The National Indigenous Times, 
- the death of the child, T.J. Hickey in Redfern,  
- Australian troops posing in a Ku Klux Klan spoof photo,  
- the suicide of the young Aboriginal soldier, Damien Palmer who could no longer endure 
persistent racist abuse at Lavarack Barracks in Townsville,  
- allegations that a noose was placed around the neck of a young Aboriginal man before 
he was dragged along a riverbank near Goondiwindi in Western Queensland  
- and a tragic sequence of young Aboriginal men hanging themselves not only in cells but 
from telegraph poles in their remote communities.  
 
All  of these events have been reported by Australian media. But somehow we miss the 
complete story.  
 
The riots in Redfern and on Palm Island are the violent culmination of developments 
never taken seriously enough by Government or media. If we are honest we must admit 
that not enough of us have listened to Indigenous voices. We have been distracted by a 
near obsession with character assassination and conflict, with “black armband” versus 
“white-blindfold”,  “responsibility” versus “rights”, and all the while the First Australians 
have been thought of Last.  
 
As the hopeful events of December suggest, it is never too late to listen. 
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